beauty

Eyelash Envy

e all want to look
our best on a
wedding day,

W

Every woman deserves bold, beautiful and
natural looking eyelashes. Step out with
confidence and style.
riginal wonderbra girl
beulah grant from
sussex ,knows when its
time to give your natural assets a
little help. right now it seems the
biggest thing in the beauty world
are lash extensions , all the
celebrities have them and and
now they have become available
to everyone. Beulah who now
works on shows such as 'This
morning programme and the live
fashion shows on sky qvc
shopping channel ,she has become
well known in london and has
some high profile clients from
arab royalty to chelsea socialites.
Beulah will travel to a clients
1
home for an 1 /2 hour treatment.
Some of my clients often like to
match their lashes with a particular
colour outfit , so i apply a few
flashes of colour in the lashes.
Because extensions are low
maintance and high impact, the
treatment is particularly popular
with brides . they give a more
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natural romantic look, than false
lashes and they will last last for
the duration of the honeymoon
or holiday and longer with no
maintance , only two rules to
remember: No oily make up
remover and no rubbing , thats it,
even swimming wont budge them
so they are perfect for beach
holidays and hot climates.
They really give you the wow
factor - you get masses more
attention when your wearing
them, they're definitely
here to stay. Prices start from
£70 full set Infills start £20
Outer corners £40
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whether you are the Bride,
Groom, a friend or a relative, I
can help you achieve a glowing
complexion and a fresher you.
My name is Becky Hollands, I
am a Registered nurse, having
gained my experience working
alongside some of the country’s
leading cosmetic surgeons as
well as running my own
successful business in the south
east of England including a clinic
in Harley Street. I have worked
in the aesthetics industry for
11 years. I am a member of the
Royal College of Nursing and
British Association of Plastic
Surgery Nurses.
The majority of clients
contemplating treatments
using muscle relaxants or

"one of the
world's leading
experts in her
field..."
ward winning
Alison Doughty is
internationally
recognised as one of the
worlds leading experts in the
permanent cosmetic industry
and as THE INSTRUCTOR OF
TRAINERS.
Alison is known by her peers
as one of the most skilled
technicians in the UK, always at
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Non-Surgical Treatments
bride and groom. Also by

dermal fillers are often
concerned they will look
‘different’ after treatment.
Let me reassure you I pride
myself in promoting natural
results, my gentle, carefully
planned treatments enhance
you without drawing attention
to yourself. (If you want
noticeable treatments, I can do
that too!) The products I use
are superior, and offer the most
natural results possible.
Softening facial lines using

Restylane natural filler (over 11
million treatments worldwide),
improving the texture, glow and
radiance of the skin (using
chemical peels or the very
popular Dermaroller) can
improve confidence. If you
suffer with embarrassing
underarm sweating, I can also
alleviate this to ensure you
enjoy the day without being
concerned about visible
perspiration patches when you
deliver your speech or toast the

Finishing touches
the forefront of latest
techniques, she shares her
expertise with other
technicians.
Strongly committed to her
career, her relentless quest is
to achieve natural looking
results in all aspects of
her work.
As director and co-founder
of Finishing Touches,Alison has
a proven track record of nearly
thirty years in the beauty

injecting very small amounts of
a muscle relaxant, frown lines
can soften and even disappear.
Most of us like to express our
emotions and feel it’s an
important part of our character.
However after time these lines
resemble scars and are
noticeable even when the face
is at rest.
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ever imagine. Alison treatments
last up to one to two years for
eyebrows, lip and eyelash.
Semi permanent make up
features regularly in the beauty
columns and media. As a leader
in her field.
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